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In a shocking, never-before-told story from the vaults of American
history, Tonight We Bombed the US Capitol takes a close look at
the explosive hidden history of M19—the first and only domestic
terrorist group founded and led by women—and their violent fight
against racism, sexism, and what they viewed as Ronald Reagan’s
imperialistic vision for America. In 1981, President Ronald Reagan
announced that it was “morning in America.” He declared that the
American dream wasn’t over, but the United States needed to lower
taxes, shrink government control, and flex its military muscles
abroad to herald what some called “the Reagan Revolution.” At the
same time, a tiny band of American-born, well-educated extremists
were working for a very different kind of revolution. By the end of
the 1970s, many radicals had called it quits, but six veteran women
extremists came together to finish the fight. These women had spent
their entire adult lives embroiled in political struggles: protesting
the Vietnam War, fighting for black and Native American
liberation, and confronting US imperialism. They created a new
organization to wage their war: The May 19th Communist
Organization, or “M19,” a name derived from the birthday shared
by Malcolm X and Ho Chi Minh, two of their revolutionary idols.
Together, these six women carried out some of the most daring
operations in the history of domestic terrorism—from prison
breakouts and murderous armed robberies, to a bombing campaign
that wreaked havoc on the nation’s capital. Three decades later,
M19’s actions and shocking tactics still reverberate for many
reasons, but one truly sets them apart: unlike any other American
terrorist group before or since, M19 was created and led by women.
Tonight We Bombed the US Capitol tells the full story of M19 for
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documents. Through the group’s history, intelligence and
counterterrorism expert William Rosenau helps us understand how
homegrown extremism—a threat that still looms over us today—is
born.

Introduction to Tomorrow
Debates of the Senate: Official Report (Hansard)
Educational Research in Europe Today and
Tomorrow
Master Strategies for Explosive Business Growth
Explosive Forces in Latin America
Explosive Dreams
Tomorrow Was Yesterday
Industry Looks at Labor-management Relations
Today and Tomorrow
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Other Asymmetric Threats
Examines science since the World War II with emphasis on new
discoveries, trends, and inventions.

Natural Resources: Will We Have Enough for
Tomorrow's World?
A dialogue between Swedish statesman Rolf Edberg and Soviet
biologist Alexei Yablokov, both environmental activists, addresses
problems facing mankind on the eve of a new millennium.

Research Report - Safety in Mines Research
Establishment
Considers H.R. 477 and identical H.R. 10288 and companion S.
1885, to amend the Atomic Energy Act to authorize AEC to provide
peaceful nuclear explosives to commercial domestic and foreign
concerns under an expanded Plowshare Program. Includes report
"Nuclear Construction Engineering Technology" by Lt. Col.
Bernard C. Hughes, Sept. 1968 (p. 447-629).

Our Scientists of Tomorrow
Examines the present weapons of the United States and the Soviet
Union and discusses the development of new nuclear, biological,
chemical, and beam weapons

The Parliamentary Debates : Official Report
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The Scientific Enterprise, Today and Tomorrow
Journal and Bills
Welcome to my world. My story is written in diary format. I wrote
it from June 16, 2013, to June 15, 2014. What I didn't know, as I
was writing, was that I was capturing the last year of my son's life.
Pat died, unexpectedly, on July 23, 2014, in a hospital psych ward.
Suddenly, my diary morphed into a more poignant record than I'd
anticipated, and after he died, I discovered Pat had been making
regular posts on Facebook. I decided to add his comments to my
own. I like stories where I can extrapolate from the singular to the
universal--that is where I can identify with a common denominator
in another person's experience. One early reader of my diary said,
"Your story is so relatable." That's what I hope other readers will
say. You may relate to my story if: You have a child (chilldren) you
love more than your own life. You have a child who suffers from
serious mental illness. You've lost a child--no matter what age.
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conversations with children--especially when they're your
grandchildren. Your cat or your dog is in charge of your household.
Your bones are beginning to creak. You wake up each morning with
a huge hole in your heart but you know, somehow, some way, you
have to get up and put one foot in front of the other. You enjoy
reading the other side of history--about ordinary people and their
daily lives. You have a sense of humor. You've been thinking of
leaving something for your descendants--a letter, story, diary, song,
painting, or poem--but you haven't gotten around to it. Maybe my
diary will spur you on. More notes about the format: I've added a
Before section (Scenes from the Trenches). Going in, I want the
reader to know "Yes, Houston, we really do have a problem." I've
divided my diary into quarters--Summer, Fall, Winter, Spring. I
introduce each with a poem--three of them are Pat's. I end with an
After section I didn't see coming. As I was writing, I had no idea,
from day to day, what stories were unfolding. I learn, right along
with the reader, what will happen next. We're all on a journey.
Thank you for going on this journey with me. Dede Dede posted her
story in two-week increments at www.soonerthantomorrow.com.
The following are readers' responses. Beautiful words with an
undertone that has caught me . . . carrying me up and down. Such a
good writer that I am grateful to be with you. I can borrow some
courage here. --Janet So happy for the readers who will discover
you. --Liz Dede, every one of your blog posts has a portion that I
love so much that I take a screenshot and read it over and over.
--Stacey Dede, I anxiously await each posting from your blog/book.
You write with such skill, and not easy when it's so personal, but
your passion sprinkled with humor are the reasons that this is
successful. --Joan L. I've done this, the primal scream and the
mother animal instinct. There can't be anything more painful, not
even death. My son was a normal little boy and a normal young
man until schizophrenia came calling. Now I feel so shattered. I
love your diary. --J.H.D. I only this was a contrived drama. It's so
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Oklahoma, Yesterday--today--tomorrow
Worlds of Tomorrow
The Square Deal
Explosive Alliance by Catherine Mann released on Jan 25, 2005 is
available now for purchase.

Explosive Secrets of Covert CIA Companies
Classified material has been deleted.

Developments in the Field of Detection and
Identification of Nuclear Explosions (Project Vela) and
Relationship to Test Ban Negotiations
Proceedings
Tomorrow Will be Too Late
Description of several covert CIA companies as revealed by the
former heads of such companies to the author, Rodney Stich,
himself a former government agent.

Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow
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In these snapshots from on-going sagas, you'll read about grim
realities - terrible group homes, suicides, adult children killed by
police, incarcerations, solitary confinement, lack of beds, family
chaos, substance abuse, ineffective medications, heart-breaking
HIPAA restrictions, hallucinations, homelessness, sorrow, hurt, and
anger. Simultaneously, you'll read about profound love, caregiving,
gratitude, forgiveness, hope, strength, persistence, resilience,
generosity, leadership, courage, pursuing dreams, understanding,
and heroism. Please read our stories. Set aside any conscious biases
about serious mental illnesses (SMI) and the people and families
who struggle with them. Imagine us as relatives or friends - people
you care deeply about. We mothers, in Tomorrow Was Yesterday,
are counting on you to help us use outrage and compassion to reach
a tipping point for change. We're relying on your word of mouth
support to get these stories out to the broader, unknowing public. It
has no idea how abysmal things are. -Dede Ranahan "I am
confident these stories will cause the world to wake up, take notice,
and implement the change we so badly need." -Miriam Feldman,
painter and author of He Came In with It: A Portrait of Motherhood
and Madness "Reading these intimate accounts will change you. It
changed me." -Steve Goldbloom, Emmy-nominated writer,
producer, director, and creator of the Brief But Spectacular series
for PBS NEWsHour. The show's mission is to invite viewers to
walk in someone else's shoes. "If these stories can't convince policy
makers, I don't know what will." -Mindy Greiling, Minnesota
legislator for 20 years, and author of Fix What You Can:
Schizophrenia and a Lawmaker's Fight for Her Son

Tonight We Bombed the U.S. Capitol
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Ohio State Engineer
Fallout from nuclear explosives; Fiscal aspects of
defense program; Military air transport service;
Missiles; Office of Secretary of Defense; Outside
witnesses; Strategic mobility, [Wednesday, February
27, 1957
The World Tomorrow
Nuclear Explosion Services for Industrial Applications
The Explosives Engineer
A bomber is terrorizing county fairs and one of the SCTU will fall
Bright midways, rides with loud music and flashing lights, barkers
trying to get people to spend money on rigged games; the normal
sounds of county fairs everywhere until an explosion rips through
the tinny music of the carnival rides. Now the screams are not
squeals of delight but the terrified shrieks of the dying. The danger
is no longer imaginary, something to shrug off when the ride is
over. A killer is studying each fair, looking for that special ride that
will rain down the most horror. The bombs he sets brings complete
destruction. They leave a dirty field covered in broken bodies and
crumpled machinery. The Serial Crimes Tracking Unit has their
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Aislinn Cain is having trouble getting into the mindset of the
bomber. Her failure to relate makes the body count climb. Then the
unimaginable, a member of the SCTU gets cut down. How far will
Aislinn go to get justice for her fallen friend and catch the killer?

Sooner Than Tomorrow
This book provides a unique perspective, beginning in the 19th
century, of the growth and change of the food and drug store
businesses in the United States, Canada & Mexico. It examines the
evolution of the concept of controlled BRAND owned by retailers,
wholesalers along with the emergence of the private label concept
as a viable profit-maker for trade customers and smaller
manufacturers. This analysis tracks the development of the
cooperatives and food and drug store chains. The impact of the
supermarket concept, the monopoly of manufacturers brands, the
restrictions imposed by local, state and legislative actions; the debut
of dedicated private label manufacturers; the maturation of the
private label industry, all these subjects are covered in this book.

Atomic Energy Now and Tomorrow
Proceedings of the Third Conference on Explosives
and Blasting Technique[s]
Eyes on Tomorrow
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